
# Sample script for BIOL 315/415 Lab 1 

# Created by Angela Brandt on 18-Jan-2013 

# Case Western Reserve University 

 

 

# Read the data files into R 

 

# You have multiple options for how to do this: 

  # NOTE: You will need to change the pathway to match where 

  # you have stored the data files on your own computer! 

 

setwd ("C:\\Users\\Username\\Documents\\BIOL315lab")   

# Mac users: "/Users/Username/Documents/BIOL315lab" 

# all users: option of double backslash or single forward slash in your file pathway 

 

data2004 <- read.csv("Hastings-vegetation-data-2004.csv") 

 

# OR 

 

data2004 <- read.csv("C:\\Users\\Username\\Documents\\BIOL315lab\\Hastings-vegetation-data-

2004.csv") 

 

 

# Want to know what a command does and what arguments it needs to work? 

# The "help" function in R is easy – just put a question mark before the command: 

 

?setwd  # Opens a browser window to the documentation for the command 

 

 

# See what the data frame contains 

 

names(data2004)  # lists the column names in your data frame 

summary(data2004)  # provides you with the summary statistics for each column of the data frame 

                   # (e.g., minimum, maximum, and mean for numeric variables) 

 is.numeric(data2004$COVER)  # determine if a column is of the data type you want 

                             # you could use as.numeric to change a column to be numeric 

head(data2004, n = 5)  # provides the first 5 rows of the data frame 

tail(data2004, n = 5)  # provides the last 5 rows of the data frame 

 

 

## Now, read in the data files for 2005-2010 in the same manner (using the same naming 

 # convention) and check to make sure they all have the SAME COLUMN NAMES 

 

# Use the row-binding function to append data from subsequent years to the 2004 data set 

 

alldata <- rbind(data2004, data2005, data2006, data2007, data2008, data2009, data2010) 

summary(alldata)  # check to see that the rbind function did what you expect 

                  # Does this data frame contain data from all 6 years? 

 

 

# Did you notice that "genus" and "species" are in separate columns? 

# What if we wanted a species list of everything we observed? 

 

alldata$taxa <- paste(alldata$GENUS, alldata$SPECIES, sep = "_") 

  # adds a new column to the data frame 

  # "paste" combines the two columns listed and we tell it to separate them by an underscore 

summary(alldata) 

  alldata$taxa <- as.factor(alldata$taxa)  # change the full species name to a factor variable 

  summary(alldata$taxa) 

unique(alldata$taxa)  # provides a list of each unique value in the column (i.e. in the vector) 

                      # How many different species have been observed at this site? 

 

 

# Let's save this compiled data frame so we don't have to redo all this work if we use it again 

# in the future 

  # Again, you will need to change the file pathway to match where you store the data on your 

  # own computer 

 

write.csv(alldata, "Hastings-vegetation-data-allyears.csv", row.names=F) 

  # if you set your working directory, use this command 

 

# OR 

write.csv(alldata, "C:\\Users\\Username\\Documents\\BIOL315lab\\Hastings-vegetation-data-

allyears.csv", row.names=F) 

 



# Now we're going to graph the mean diversity of native and nonnative species 

# in each plot over time 

 

# Calculate species richness in each plot for each year and each group of plants 

# (native vs. nonnative) 

  # "Species richness" is simply the number of species, so you are obtaining the number of 

  # native and nonnative species in each plot in each year 

 

richness <- aggregate(list(richness.plot = alldata$taxa), list(plot = alldata$PLOT, year = 

alldata$YEAR, native = alldata$NATIVE), FUN = length) 

  # we calculate the function "length" for each subset of data 

  # (each unique combination of plot, year, and native status) 

 

summary(richness)  # look at the new data frame you produced 

  # What other command could you use to check that you have accurately calculated species 

  # richness for each plot? 

  

# Plot the native & nonnative species diversity over time using a line graph 

 

library(Hmisc)  # this library has many graphing functions, 

                # including one for producing standard error bars 

# R has many built-in functions, but the standard error of the mean is not one of them 

# so we can create it ourselves 

StdErr <- function(x) sqrt(var(x) / length(x)) 

  # Computes the standard error of the mean of a vector 

  # Args: 

  #   x: the vector whose standard error is to be calculated 

 

# separate the data frame into just native or nonnative species 

rich.native <- subset(richness, native == TRUE) 

rich.nonnative <- subset(richness, native == FALSE) 

 

# set up our graph 

 

par(cex.axis = 1.5, cex.lab = 1.75, las = 1, bty = "l") 

# "par" sets up many of our graphical parameters 

# use ?par to see what these arguments mean and what other arguments are possible 

# (we will explore these further in Lab 3) 

 

plot(c(2004, 2010), c(0, 8), type = "n", xlab = "year", ylab = "species richness") 

# set up the scale of the x-axis, scale of the y-axis, suppress plotting of the data, 

# and provide x-axis & y-axis labels 

# What are the other possible ‘type’ values we could use for our plot? 

 

# graph the richness of native species 

 

x <- unique(rich.native$year) + 0.1 

  # we can offset the variables on the x-axis to minimize overlap between points 

y <- tapply(rich.native$richness.plot, rich.native$year, mean) 

  # create a vector of means that we will plot 

ysem <- tapply(rich.native$richness.plot, rich.native$year, StdErr) 

  # create a vector of standard errors for each mean richness value 

errbar(x, y, y + ysem, y - ysem, add = TRUE, pch = 19, cap = 0.02, cex = 2) 

  # graph the means and standard errors using closed circles 

lines(x, y, lty = 1)  # connect the means with a solid line 

 

## Now you do the same thing to graph the mean richness with standard error bars for the 

 # nonnative species 

  # A few changes you should make for the nonnative species: 

  # Change the offset of the x-axis to be -0.1 

  # Change the type of point that is plotted to be an open circle (pch = 21) 

  # Change the type of line connecting the points to a dashed line (lty = 2) 

# What would you do if you wanted to change the line type to be a dotted line? 

 

# add a legend to your graph 

legend(2008, 2, c("native", "nonnative"), bty = "n", pch = c(19, 21), lty = c(1, 2), cex = 1.5) 

  # x- & y-coordinates for the legend, vector of legend text, no box around legend, 

  # points & lines to include in legend, make legend bigger than default 

 

# To save your graph, you can simply use the "File" menu in the graphics window to save it as 

# your preferred document type 

  # Alternatively, you can write the graph file in a similar way to writing data frames into 

  # your lab folder; the help file below can show you how to save to different formats 

  ?jpeg  # the "filename" for your image will include the path to your working directory if you 

         # did not set your working directory using the 'setwd' command 



 

 

## You will turn in your annotated script and the graph you produced as part of your 

 # Weekly Lab Journal for Lab 1 

  # Please see Blackboard for a more detailed explanation of the requirements for your journal 

  # entries & the rubric by which journals will be assessed 

 

  # If you have not been keeping your script in a separate file from the R Console as you worked 

  # today, here's a command that shows you all of your script entries from this session of R: 

  history(Inf)  # Note that this command only work for PCs 

 

  # In future, always write your script in a separate editor (e.g. a text file document or 

  # script editor such as Tinn-R), which is standard programming practice 


